Stretch-dependent growth and differentiation in vascular smooth muscle: role of the actin cytoskeleton.
The smooth muscle cells in the vascular wall are constantly exposed to distending forces from the intraluminal pressure. A rise in blood pressure triggers growth of the vessel wall, which is characterized primarily by hypertrophy of smooth muscle cells with maintained differentiation in a contractile phenotype. Growth factor stimulation of dissociated smooth muscle cells, on the other hand, causes proliferative growth with loss of contractility. This type of response is also found in neointima development following angioplasty and in atherosclerotic lesions. An intact tissue environment is therefore critical for preserved differentiation. Recent advances point to a role of actin polymerization in the expression of smooth muscle differentiation marker genes, in concert with serum response factor (SRF) and cofactors, such as myocardin. Stretch of intact venous smooth muscle activates Rho and inhibits the actin filament severing factor cofilin, resulting in increased actin polymerization. Concomitantly, the rates of synthesis of SRF-regulated differentiation markers, such as SM22alpha, calponin, and alpha-actin, are increased. This increase in differentiation signals is parallel with activation of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase pathway. Thus stretch-induced growth in a maintained contractile phenotype occurs by dual activation of signal pathways regulating both growth and differentiation. A current challenge is to identify sites of crosstalk between these pathways in intact smooth muscle tissue.